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Kai was about to go crazy as he was busy analyzing the statues so Josephine and the 
rest could leave. Josephine felt really bad for him. “ Kai, Josephine’s right. We’re all 
together, safe and sound, so you don’t have to get anxious!” Renee told Kai. 

Melanie chuckled aloud and agreed, “Yes. Since we’re all here, I can ask them to teach 
me how to cultivate. Perhaps I’ll become an expert that will be able to help you soon.” 

Kai knew they were merely trying to comfort him. No matter how great the secret realm 
was, no one would want to be trapped inside it indefinitely. 

Besides, this particular secret realm belonged to Evil Heart Sect, so its members could 
make their way in at any time. Being trapped here was no different than being trapped 
in Evil Heart Sect’s prison. 

Kai tried many different ways but to no avail. The scene that emerged for the first time 
didn’t repeat itself. He was feeling frustrated when he suddenly. frowned and got to his 
feet. 

“What’s wrong?” Josephine asked. “Someone is here. Someone has entered the secret 
realm.” 

Kai might be focused on analyzing the statues, but he left a strand of spiritual sense 
outside just in case someone from Evil Heart Sect entered the secret realm suddenly to 
harm. Josephine and the others. 

He suddenly sensed an aura fluctuation, which told him that someone had entered the 
secret realm. Josephine and the others grew curious about the identity of the person 
who had entered the secret realm. 

They walked out of Boundless Cave, following Kai to the spot where the aura fluctuation 
occurred. Everyone was surprised to discover that the person who entered the secret 
realm was none other than Jessica. 

Meanwhile, Jessica couldn’t hide her excitement upon seeing them. The secret realm 
was large, so she would’ve wasted a lot of time to find them if they hadn’t come to her. 
“Jessica, why did you come into the secret realm?” Kai asked as a trace of shock 
crossed his face. “Mr. Chance, I…” 

Jessica was about to explain the reason she was there when she recalled Cecilia’s 
reminder. She quickly corrected herself, “Mr. Chance, I’m here because something 
happened at Deragon Sect.” Kai’s brows scrunched up. “Something happened at 
Deragon Sect? What was it?” 



Godrick was currently managing Deragon Sect, and it also had the support of the 
Gunderson family and the Dunn family. Thus, it should be doing well. 

Even if something minor were to crop up, Godrick could deal with it easily. Something 
huge must’ve happened for Jessica to come all the way to the secret realm to summon 
him. 

“O-Oh, it’s nothing major. We just need you to handle some matters personally,” Jessica 
revealed. Kai could tell by her reaction that something major had happened. Instead of 
questioning her, he turned to Josephine and said, “Josephine, wait for me back at 
Boundless Cave. Don’t go anywhere. I’ll return after handling the matter to bring you 
out.” 

“Go ahead. Don’t worry about us, as we’ll enjoy some quiet time here alone,” Josephine 
said with a nod “Let’s go,” Kai said to Jessica. The latter seemed stumped. “Mr. 
Chance, I’ve entered the secret realm. Will I be like Ms. Sullivan and the rest if I leave 
the secret realm?” 

“Don’t worry. You’ll be fine,” Kai assured her. Kai had come to the realization that 
Josephine and the others would be at risk if they were to leave the secret realm 
because of Boundless Cave and their special constitutions. 

Jessica neither had a unique constituent nor entered Boundless Cave, so she should be 
safe. Hearing that, Jessica nodded and left the secret realm with Kai. 
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Throughout their journey, Jessica bore a grim expression, which further confirmed Kai’s 
suspicion that something serious had happened back in Deragon Sect. 

When Kai finally arrived at Deragon Sect, he was taken aback by the gloomy 
atmosphere. that surrounded the place. Deragon Sect’s door had just been fixed. The 
guards yelled in excitement when they saw Kai. “Mr. Chance is back! Mr. Chance is 
back!” 

Some members of Deragon Sect even burst into tears when they spotted Kai. They had 
spent a lot of time with those who had passed away and couldn’t help but feel sad at 
having to bid farewell to their comrades. 

Upon learning about Kai’s return, Cecilia, Axton, and the rest hurried out to welcome 
him. Kai’s face fell when he noticed Godrick was nowhere to be seen. He turned to look 
at Cecilia and asked coldly, “Cecilia, what happened?” 



Cecilia detailed the entire incident to Kai. Upon hearing what had transpired, he was left 
reeling as if he had been struck by lightning. Godrick had done an excellent job running 
Deragon Sect, and as they were related by blood, Kai considered him a brother.. 

Also, Kai was very close to Flaxseed despite their frequent arguments and would often 
bring him along wherever he went. At critical moments, Flaxseed’s intelligence and 
experience often impressed Kai. He couldn’t accept the fact that Godrick and Flaxseed 
were about to die. 

Kai stared at Godrick and Flaxseed, lying in their respective beds, as a murderous glint 
crossed his face. “I am aware of the skills possessed by the father and son duo from 
Crafting Clan. They could have inflicted severe harm on Godrick, but Mr. Flaxseed had 
the Golden Calabash. Even if our enemies were to join forces, they wouldn’t stand a 
chance against Mr. Flaxseed.” 

“A fortune teller did that to them. He also took away Mr. Flaxseed’s Golden Calabash. 
Before they left, Pascal told you to go to Kusch Monastery. He’ll be waiting there for 
you. Otherwise, he’ll come back to Deragon Sect to kill more people!” Cecilia told Kai. 

“Kusch Monastery?” Kai knitted his brows upon hearing the unfamiliar name. However, 
he knew it wasn’t time to ponder over that right now. The most important thing was to 
save Godrick and Flaxseed. 

Looking despaired, Axton revealed, “My Lord, I’ve examined them both. They are 
seriously injured, with their meridians and bones both crushed. I’m afraid I cannot undo 
that. We should consider it lucky that they are still alive! Our enemy was too cruel. 
Clearly, they wanted Mr. Flaxseed and the rest to suffer excruciating pain before dying.” 

Rage filled Kai’s eyes, and a terrifying murderous intent swirled inside him at that 
moment. “I’ll make sure those who did this to them get a taste of their own medicine!” 

He stepped forward and injected a swirl of spiritual energy into Flaxseed and Godrick. 
After he examined their bodies, an ugly scowl crept up his face. If their meridians were 
broken or their bones were crushed, Kai could figure out a way to cure them. 

However, the enemy had completely destroyed their meridians and bones, which meant 
that Kai had to reconstruct their meridians and bones entirely. It was a monumental 
task, akin to creating new bodies for both of them. 

Kai shut his eyes and read the Holy Guide to Pill Crafting carefully in his brain to figure 
out a solution. No matter what, he must save Flaxseed and Godrick! 

Despite racking his brains, Kai still failed to find a way to save Flaxseed and Godrick. 
He could save their lives, but they would be confined to their beds for the rest of their 
days. That was a fate worse than death. 



Jessica stared at Kai anxiously as the latter was the only one who stood a chance to 
save Flaxseed. “Mr. Knox, stay here and take good care of them. I’ll go find a way…” 

Kai couldn’t find any suitable treatment for them, so he had to seek help. He decided to 
head to Gate of Fire’s secret realm to see if Chester could help him treat Godrick and 
Flaxseed. 
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After making the necessary arrangements, Kai found Fernando and departed to the 
secret realm together. There, he found Chester and told the latter the reason for his 
visit. “Mr. Chance, it isn’t easy to treat someone whose meridians and bones are all 
crushed!” Chester replied with a frown. 

“Great Elder, is there no solution in the secret realm? I heard there are many spiritual 
energy cultivators in the secret realm. Aren’t there any capable alchemists around?” Kai 
asked in surprise. He was under the assumption that amazing alchemists were in the 
secret realm. 

Chester shook his head and explained, “Mr. Chance, there are many spiritual energy 
cultivators within the secret realm, but they are ordinary beings, not immortals. I’m afraid 
not even deities can treat them as it requires one to reconstruct their bodies. I don’t 
think you’ll find someone else in other secret realms who is capable of doing that.” Kai 
furrowed his brows as dejected crossed his face. “Is there nothing else we can do?” 

The thought of Godrick and Flaxseed spending the rest of their lives bedridden filled Kai 
with an immense sense of guilt that he knew would haunt him for the remainder of his 
days. 

Chester shared, “I’ve heard of a magical spring called the Spring of Regeneration in the 
mundane world that could potentially help Godrick and Flaxseed. It was said that 
soaking in the spring water for seven days could reconstruct one’s body. However, 
being from the secret realm, I have never seen the Spring of Regeneration nor know if it 
still existed.” 

“Spring of Regeneration, huh?” Kai pondered over the name, which sounded unfamiliar 
to him. He had never heard about it before. Kai was struck with the realization that there 
were numerous things in the martial arts world that he was completely unaware of. 

“Great Elder, have you heard about Kusch Monastery?” he asked. Chester shook his 
head in response. “That should be a place in the mundane world, so I know nothing 
about it. Mr. Chance, did you run into trouble in the mundane world? If you need help, 
you can get my daughter to leave the secret realm to help you!” 



Kai waved his hands. “No need for that. No. one in the martial arts world is my match. 
The martial artists are not as strong as us spiritual energy cultivators.” 

Kai was aware that their time in the mundane world was limited. If they stayed there for 
too. long, their martial arts abilities could decline or even regress. That’s why he didn’t 
want Evangeline to take any risks. Besides, Kai wasn’t afraid of Pascal and his son. It 
was pretty easy for him to take their lives. 

“Mr. Chance, that’s not entirely true. Both martial artists and spiritual energy cultivators 
share the same goal-to become immortals. They are not so different from each other. 
Some martial artists have even become legendary figures and achieved immortality. 
The only difference is that it’s typically more challenging for martial artists to attain 
immortality,” Chester explained patiently. 

Kai gaped incredulously upon hearing Chester’s words. He had always assumed he 
was invincible in the martial arts world. “Great Elder, are there more levels above 
Martial Arts God in the martial arts world?” he asked in disbelief. 

Kai knew little about the martial arts world, so he initially thought a Martial Arts Saint 
was the highest cultivation level in the martial arts world. 

After he went to Jetroina and met a few Martial Arts God divine souls, he came to the 
realization that Martial Arts God was a level above Martial Arts Saint. However, Chester 
seemed to be implying that Martial Arts God wasn’t the highest level in the martial arts 
world. 

“Mr. Chance, it goes like this. After attaining the Martial Arts God level, a martial artist 
can progress to Martial Arts Sovereign and eventually become a Manifestor. Once a 
martial artist transcends that, they are no different from a spiritual energy cultivator. 
They must then cultivate with the aid of spiritual energy and strive to become immortal,” 
Chester told him. 
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Conflicted feelings filled Kai when he realized he had underestimated the martial arts 
world and overestimated his own capabilities. 

At his current level of Fifth Level Martial Arts Saint, Kai could easily defeat a Martial Arts 
God with the help of the Golden Dragon’s True Form. However, if he were to encounter 
an advanced-phase Martial Arts God, he would have to flee. 

He could barely believe that there were more levels above Martial Arts God. Kai knew 
he would be defeated easily by enemies more capable than him.. 



“It seems that there are many hidden talents in the martial arts world. I have been too 
arrogant, Kai said, letting out a self- deprecating laugh. Suddenly, he recalled how 
Arthur made things. difficult for him and oppressed him for no reason since he came 
back from Jetroina. 

At first, Kai had no idea why Arthur would do that to him. Kai had an epiphany and 
realized that Arthur’s actions were intended to stop him from becoming too arrogant 
after returning from Jetroina. Arthur wanted Kai to face reality and not think that he was 
invincible. 

“Mr. Chance, don’t look down on yourself. Many capable beings who are beyond Martial 
Arts Gods have been cultivating for a long time. You’re still young and have the 
potential to become more powerful in the future,” Chester comforted him. 

“Thank you so much, Great Elder. It looks like 1 still have a long way to go on the path 
of cultivation,” Kai responded, humbled by the realization. He didn’t waste time in Gate 
of Fire’s secret realm and left with Fernando soon after. 

While they were on their way back, Fernando suddenly thought of something and 
shared it with Kai, “Mr. Chance, if you’re interested in finding out the location of Kusch 
Monastery, perhaps you could ask Mr. Know-It-All. He may be aware of its 
whereabouts,” Fernando suggested. “Mr. Know-It-All?” Kai was surprised, as it was the 
first time he had ever heard that nickname. 

Fernando said, “Oh, the man’s name is Bartholomew Doyle. He may not be a skilled 
martial artist, but he has extensive knowledge of the history of the martial arts world. 
I’ve heard rumors that he possesses a book detailing the development of the martial 
arts world, but I cannot confirm. He might know where Kusch Monastery is.” 

“Where is he?” Kai urged. He had no idea such a man existed. “He should be at the 
outskirts of Jadeborough. However, he isn’t always around. Let’s try our luck, Fernando 
replied.. 

He then led Kai to the outskirts of Jadeborough. Shortly after, they came to a stop 
outside a dilapidated house. Fernando stepped forward and peered at the house before 
exclaiming, “Mr. Chance, Mr. Know-It-All is home! This is excellent news.” 

“Come, let’s go in.” Kai stepped into the house, but he almost immediately recoiled in 
shock at the overwhelming stench that hit him. A disheveled elderly man was sitting in 
front of a chessboard, staring at an unsolvable chess game in front of him. He didn’t 
seem to have noticed Kai and Fernando’s arrival.. 

After getting used to the smell, Kai glanced around the house and discovered many 
ancient books inside. There was nothing else except books. 



Judging from the elderly man’s aura, he figured the latter was a Martial Arts Marquis. 
“Mr. Know-It-All, we need your help,” Fernando told him. “I’m not free,” Bartholomew 
responded coolly without looking up. 

Hearing that, Fernando was about to lash out in fury when Kai stopped him. “Mr. Doyle, 
I heard that you possess extensive knowledge about the martial arts world, and that’s 
why I came to see you today. I hope you can help me with some questions,” Kai said 
politely. 

Right then, Bartholomew raised his head slowly and regarded Kai. “You have some 
questions for me? First, you’ll have to agree to my condition.” 

“Feel free to state your conditions. If it’s within my power, I’ll definitely agree,” Kai 
promised. 
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“All right. Once you solve this round, I’ll answer your question,” Bartholomew said, 
pointing at the chessboard in front of him. Kai glanced at it and was dumbfounded. He 
did not even know how to play chess, so how was he supposed to solve the game? 

“I’m really sorry, Mr. Doyle, but I don’t know the rules of chess, so I won’t be able to 
solve this. But if you answer my question, I can give you any sum of money you ask 
for,” Kai told him. “If you don’t know how chess works, then stop disturbing me. I don’t 
need your money, so scram.” 

Bartholomew impatiently waved Kai away. Kai was at a loss. All he could do was remain 
rooted to his spot as he quietly looked at the chessboard in front of him. 

Meanwhile, Bartholomew stopped paying attention to Kai and Fernando as he returned 
his focus to the game. Right as Kai was feeling stumped, he abruptly recalled the 
Wordless Tome in his mind. With that, he parted his lips and said, “Mr. Doyle, will you 
answer my question if I were to solve this game?” 

“Of course. As long as you solve this game for me, I’ll answer any questions you have 
for me as long as I do actually have the answers. It’s not as if I know everything that 
goes on in the martial arts world,” Bartholomew said as he raised his head, Kai nodded. 
He then took a seat opposite Bartholomew and grabbed the chessboard with one of his 
hands. 

In the next second, he injected a wave of spiritual energy into the board. In no time, the 
history of the board and the solution to the game manifested in Kai’s mind. 



With a small smile, Kai said, “Mr. Doyle, this is a game set up by a chess genius. If you 
want to solve this game, you’ll have to do this.” As Kai spoke, he moved one chess 
piece. after another. In no time, the seemingly- unsolvable game was resolved by Kai.. 

Bartholomew stared at the scene with wide eyes, shocked out of his mind. “This… This 
was an unsolvable game I’d been mulling over for years, but you solved it so easily!” 

A look of disbelief was on Bartholomew’s face. “And you say you didn’t know the rules 
of chess! Still, I gave you a promise. You can start asking me the questions now.” 
Hearing that, Kai exclaimed, “May I know where Kusch Monastery is, Mr. Doyle?” 

“Kusch Monastery is located on the top of Scarp Mountain of the Southwest Region. I’m 
sure quite a number of people know about Kusch Monastery as there are many 
believers in Kusch Monastery. Do you really need to come to me for a question like 
this?” Bartholomew asked in surprise. 

A sheepish expression crossed Kai’s face. How am I supposed to know that Kusch 
Monastery is a popular place? No one around me has heard of this monastery! 

“All right, think of that question as a free question for you. Is there anything else you 
want to know?” Bartholomew asked. After a moment of contemplation, Kai asked, “Mr. 
Doyle, do you know about the Spring of Regeneration? Also, are there many isolated 
sects in the martial arts world?” 

“I’m surprised that a young man like you know about Spring of Regeneration. But I don’t 
know where it is. Even though I’m known for my vast knowledge, I’m not all-knowing. 
But there are plenty of reclusive sects in the martial arts world. There are nine sects that 
are the most powerful among the many sects. If any one of them exits their self-
imposed isolation, an uproar will overtake the martial arts world,” Bartholomew replied. 

“Then where are these sects at, Mr. Doyle? Why can’t we find them around?” Kai 
curiously asked. “I’ve answered your question, but you keep asking me more. You 
should hurry back. The sects have isolated themselves, and it’s best if you don’t cross 
them. If you do, you’ll be digging an early grave for yourself.” 

With that said, Bartholomew waved his hands dismissively. At that, Kai had no choice 
but to stand up and bid his farewell. Nevertheless, he had found out where Kusch 
Monastery was. He was going to take revenge on Pascal and his son first. As for the 
location of Spring of Regeneration… Kai decided to start his search from those 
reclusive sects. 

Kai was certain that Spring of Regeneration had to be located in one of the reclusive 
sects’ territories. Otherwise, others would have learned of its location a long time ago. 

After bidding Fernando goodbye, Kai went straight to Kusch Monastery. He had boiling 
rage in him, and he was going to torment Pascal and his son to death. 



 


